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High jinx on the high seas! Buy three volumes of One Piece for the price of two!High jinx on the high

seas! Buy three volumes of One Piece for the price of two! R to L (Japanese Style). Follow the

beginning of Luffyâ€™s search for the greatest treasure in the worldâ€¦ one guy alone in a rowboat,

in search of the legendary "One Piece.â€• Three volumes of One Piece for the price of two!Â 

(Contains volumes 4,5,6). As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming the King of the Pirates.

But his life changed when he accidentally gained the power to stretch like rubberâ€¦at the cost of

never being able to swim again! Now Luffy, with the help of a motley collection of pirate wannabes,

is setting off in search of the "One Piece," said to be the greatest treasure in the world...
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One Piece East Blue, Volumes 4-5-6 is another massive volume selling for around $10 on .

Clocking in at almost 600 pages, it covers a number of different stories, starting in the middle of the

Usopp/Kuro arc, which features Usopp joining the crew, and ending in the middle of the Baratie arc,

which features the master swordsman Hawk-eye Mihawk, who comes from the Grand Line. You

learn more about the Grand Line, but 1200 pages into the series, the protagonists still haven't gone

there.One Piece is popcorn entertainment, and it's cheap. It's not my absolute favorite manga out

there, but it's one of my five or six favorites. It's funny, and I do find myself laughing out loud at the

characters' shenanigans at times, but its main strength is its accessibility. I can't wait to get into the

heart of the series, when they're on the Grand Line; from what I've read, it gets better. That being



said, it still gets a ****1/2 from me. Very good series.

Purchased as a gift for my younger sister. Much cheaper than buying each one individually and she

loves the size because she can run through a single volume in a day at school. This way she can

just keep going, until she gets home at least.

Lets be honest here, the first 4 volumes of One Piece are the very very beginning of the

introduction, and volume 5 is where the introduction starts to pick up! Halfway through the book you

will see Luffy gain another crew member, and earn something very big! Basically, he officially

becomes a pirate, and that is where One Piece really starts to become addicting!Be careful though,

once you finish this omnibus you are going to want to immediately go out and purchase the next (Or

just tankoban volumes)I rate this 5/5 for sheer Eiichiro Oda AWESOMENESS

I bought this for my boyfriend. He's Japanese, and he has the whole One Piece series in Japanese.

He's trying to study in English, so I thought that this would be a good way, and he loves it! I bought

the first (1-3) and the second (4-6)!

Would you believe this where I originally came to know One Piece? Right in the middle of Captain

Kuro and Ussop. We continue with the strange adventures of Luffy, Zoro, and Nami as they battle

their way through to protect Miss Kaya. I find Ussop a welcome and strange new face and the clean

detail of Eiichiro Oda's drawing style to be light, not take itself too seriously, and be incredibly

ornate. Really this is fun series!

Everything is still pretty silly and the fights are still kinda small scale, but it's a nice start to it all.

Keep track of django and write down Ussop's tales.

Get this 3 in 1 volume if you want to collect or read one piece. For this price, it is a good deal. And

the paper and printing quality is great

Obligatory purchase! Great, great book. One of the best mangas ever, 3 for the price of 1, good

quality and amazing story
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